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Workshop 1 – Engineering in Context - Outline

• Employability

• Teaching maths to engineers

• Industrial engagement

• Examples of EBL

• Examples of applied learning

• Assessment

• Outcomes



Objective of the session

• Reflect on the case studies

• Share practice

• Develop ideas to take forward for ‘engineering in context’



Employability of Graduates

"The Senior year Experience 
plays a significant role in 
assisting students to recognise 
the value of their university 
experience, thus increasing 
their satisfaction and enabling a 
more successful transition to 
working and professional life“

- Sense of Graduate identity
- Sense of Leadership
- Sense of Community

Prof Alf Lizzio, Griffith University

http://www.griffith.edu.au/gihe/senior-year-experience

http://www.griffith.edu.au/gihe/senior-year-experience


Teaching Maths to Engineers



Engineering Mathematics in Context

What should we be trying to do?

• Disabuse students of any notion that their mathematics 

modules are ‘bolt on’, but rather, an integrated part of their 

undergraduate course.

• Create explicit links between methods for solving abstract 

mathematical problems and problem-solving in 

engineering.



Engineering Mathematics in Context

How might these aims be achieved?

• Disabuse students of any notion that their mathematics 

modules are ‘bolt on’, but rather, an integrated part of their 

undergraduate course.

• Establish the role mathematics plays in the context of 

problem-solving in engineering.



Engineering Mathematics in Context

How might these aims be achieved?
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Engineering Mathematics in Context

How might these aims be achieved?

• Create explicit links between methods for solving abstract 

mathematical problems and problem-solving in 

engineering.

• Tackle (ostensibly) authentic engineering problems 

using mathematical methods.

• Go beyond the maths e.g. model, interpret, evaluate.





Engineering Mathematics in Context

Some motivation

Initial research findings from students at SHU:

• The vast majority of those that want to study their 

mathematics in isolation from any engineering context do 

so because they find it easier.

Is this a good reason to accede to their request?

• Those that prefer an engineering context appreciate the 

value of their mathematics, feel that they learn more 

about their own subject, and also, about other branches 

of engineering too.



Engineering Mathematics in Context

Some things to think about

If you teach engineering mathematics:

• How can you augment what you’re already doing to 

include modelling/interpretation/evaluation?

• What resources can you draw upon to help develop 

authentic problems?

If you teach engineering:

• What opportunities exist to contextualise the way 

students study mathematics by embedding mathematics 

assessment into engineering modules?



Working with industry



Industrial Engagement

Opportunities to Consider

• Collaborate on curriculum content

• Invite guest speakers

• Organise industrial visits

• Develop real-world case studies in collaboration with industrial partners

• Undertake consultancy 



Industrial Engagement

Examples of Context from Consultancy

• Creation of teaching material and development of case studies

• Use of samples for student-led discussions

• Undergraduate laboratories simulating consultancy delivery



Some examples of  Enquiry Based Learning

and Multi-disciplinary Work



• Personal and professional skills

• Deeper technical skills

• Learner autonomy

• Be creative and innovative

• Feel part of a learning community

• Staff as facilitators - utilising Enquiry Based Learning (EBL)

• Students become more employable

• Learning in the workplace or simulated

Student Collaboration



Automotive Engineering 2nd Year Thermofluids

4 “Supertopics” based around one vehicle

• Mazda MX5

• Powergeneration

• Heat Transfer / Heat Exchangers

• Combustion

• External Flow



"A Sustainable Marriage!" 

Marriage between fashion and engineering 

creates unique dissolvable

wedding gown'

Working across boundaries



Scenario 1 – First Year
Engineering Disasters

• First year (level 4) 

undergraduate engineering 

students studying Materials, 

Manufacturing and 

Environmental Engineering.

• Module traditionally taught over 

two semesters, with keynote 

lectures and laboratories / 

tutorials in semester one. 

• Followed on by case studies in 

semester two.

Semester 2 case study replaced by students working in groups on an 'Engineering Disaster'

Students presented at an end of year Student Conference

Key note speaker from industry



Scenario 1 
Project outcomes:

▪ Development of employability skills
▪ Learner autonomy (research/ enquiry skills)
▪ Team working and communication skills
▪ Presentation skills (enhanced self confidence) 
▪ Project management skills 
▪ Media production & IT skills (enhanced motivation)

▪ Not staff intensive
▪ Overall enhanced student performance Previous year first 

time pass rate – 80%
▪ Using new approach first time pass rate – 95% 
▪ (5% failure didn't engage)



Scenario 2 - Case study 
Third year engineering students
Studying polymers and composites

• Written case study replaced 
with media presentation 
format

• Students chose their topic/ 
format

• Completed work handed in 
as media presentation



Scenario 3: Masters Students
'Video Conferencing'





Blogs - lessons learned

• Naming of Blogs and individual sites

• Roles within the group

• Advice on structure and content, conclusions

• Support mechanisms

• Student generation of their own media

• Referencing of media, and in general e.g. citations

• Linking sections of the blogs

• Critical analysis within them - plus links to media

• Marking the blogs - time, plagiarism, feedback



APPLIED LEARNING



EWB Project Winners 2016

for a village in Bambui, Cameroon

Formula 

Student 

Project



Eco House

• Inspired by Jestico and Whiles
House of the Future, in Cardiff, 
Wales, UK.

• Recreated on a 1/5th scale
• 4 person family dwelling

Collaboration between 

engineers and architects to 

integrate mechanical and 

electrical services, and natural 

ventilation and passive solar 

heating.



• Consolidate learning from levels 4, 5 and 6;

• Contextualise learning;

• Develop student self-confidence;

• Meet RAeS accreditation requirements.

Practical Activities

Flight Testing for Aerospace Engineers



Exemplar assessment of group projects

Individual (60%) – Individual critical review of 

their role in the project – not a diary, reflection on 

skills, knowledge, technical content, application, 

analysis

Group presentation/ video/ report (30%)

•Literature/ theory

•Planning/ development

•Results/ testing

•Analysis

•Links to theory

•Conclusions

•References

Peer review allocation (10%)



Portfolio Assessment



Overall Outcomes

• Students develop fundamental skills/ tools for employability

• Improves retention and student success

• Industry engagement

• Students are co-producers of their own learning

• Students enjoy these kind of project and enquiry-based approaches 
which means:
➢ They become more motivated, confident and.....
➢ The overall learning experience is enhanced
➢ Higher marks are attained
➢ A deeper level of learning is achieved

• Students become creative and have fun….

• These collaborative approaches are not always staff labour intensive; 
have team teaching; team champions, and also makes the teaching 
more fun!



Task 1 Instructions

▪ Select one case study/similar idea per group

▪ How could it be adapted for your context?

▪ What are the opportunities, resource issues & 

challenges?

▪ What are the learning outcomes & solutions?

Time: 30 minutes

Roles: Scribe & speaker

Deliverable: Key point feedback (2min)


